
 

 

New Seaport Station in Amchit: Opening Soon 

 

IPT proudly introduces this summer its new marine station located at Amchit seaport where you can 
fill your boat and jet-ski engines of all sizes before you sail.   
  
IPT Amchit seaport station is the second marine station after IPT Halat seaport. It will open soon to 
offer the finest yacht fuel: IPT Quantum 95 & IPT Diesel.  

Any better way than the sea to escape your daily routine?  

Discover & locate the closest IPT station by using our online Station Locator. 
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Quantum Superior Fuel 

Offering the best quality fuel in Lebanon has 
always been important to us. This is why we 
launched in 2017 "Quantum" the advanced eco-

friendly fuel from IPT. During this year, many 
positive feedbacks were received; as customers 
were able to Feel The Difference, in fuel 

consumption, distance, as well as power and 
performance, and less pollution. Compliant with 
the highest Lebanese and International 
standards, the success of Quantum in the 

Lebanese market was due to the need for a 
superior fuel product that meets the demands of 
the 21st century. Read more 
 

 

Our Stations 

 

 

 

Introducing the Newly Renovated IPT Station 
in Biakout- El Maten 

At IPT, there is a lot of hard work going on behind 
the scenes to maintain a unified and distinguished 
image of our stations. One of our recent projects 

 

Energy Sustainability 

 

 

 

Full Power Benefits of Quantum 

Quantum helps keep engine components 
like fuel injectors, intake valves and 
combustion chambers clean resulting in 
avoidance of emissions and fuel 
consumption drift and better vehicle 
power. It also can be stored for longer 
and guarantees no-harm. This is 
because of its superior formula and 
properties:  

(1) Detergent properties, (2) Corrosion 
fighter, (3) Ashless, (4) De-Hazing 
function, (5) Halogen Free 
  
Download brochure and Watch TVC. 
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is the renovation of IPT "Abou Jaoudeh" station 
which now perfectly reflects IPT branding identity, 
and has become an attractive pit stop for passers-
by. Located on Biakout main road in El Maten 
district, IPT "Abou Jaoudeh" station offers IPT 
Gasoline Quantum 98&95, IPT Diesel, IPT Gas, 
Elf lubricants, IPT Fueling Cards, and car 
wash. Read more 
   

 

WEEKLY FUEL PRICES  

Local Fuel Prices 13/6/2018 

Quantum 95 28,700 L.L. no change 

Quantum 98 29,300 L.L. no change 

Diesel 20,300 L.L. -100 

Gasoil 20,200 L.L. no change 

Gas (LPG) 15,300 L.L. -200 
 

 

 

 

Visit www.iptgroup.com.lb Follow us on 
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